SYMMETRICAL MINOR PATTERNS
& OTHER MINOR SUPERIMPOSITIONS

TRIAD ONLY:
Gm7  Cfm/C7  Fmaj7
TRIAD ONLY:
Gm7  Cfm/C7  Fmaj7

5321 PATTERN:
Gm7  Cfm/C7  Fmaj7

1235 PATTERN:
Gm7  Cfm/C7  Fmaj7

TRIAD WITH PTS:
Gm7  Cfm/C7  Fmaj7

SYMMETRICAL PATTERNS:
Gm7  Cfm/C7  Fmaj7

SYMMETRICAL PATTERNS:
Gm7  Cfm/C7  Fmaj7

PRECEDING MINOR OVER DOM. PATTERN WITH OUTLINES:
(OUTLINE No. 1)
Gm7  Cfm/C7  Fmaj7

PRECEDING MINOR OVER DOM. PATTERN WITH OUTLINES:
(OUTLINE No. 2)
Gm7  Cfm/C7  Fmaj7
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